
CARLSEN CELLO FOUNDATION LOAN APPLICATION

Name ____________________________________________      Phone ____________________________________

Address __________________________________________      E-mail ____________________________________

City/State/Zip ______________________________________      Age ________      Date  ______________________

Name of parent, if applicant under 18 ________________________________________  (PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY OR TYPE)

OUR EXPECTIONS:  You must have a private teacher, and be actively studying. You are probably between 12 and 20 years old, 
but there may be exceptions. We expect that you have talent, plus more-than-average drive and commitment. There must also be 
financial limitations that prevent you from either purchasing or renting a quality instrument at this time.

YOUR CURRENT CELLO:  Describe the cello you are now using (estimated value, condition, make, age). 
Replacement value of cellos from CCF cellos ranges from $6,000-$25,000. Do your requirements fit this range?

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

CAREER GOALS:  Describe the role of the cello in your life and your goals in music. Include information regarding years of 
training, teachers, and musical activities to date. This answer should be at least 2 paragraphs in length and needs to printed clearly 
on the back, or typed on an extra sheet.  (We do not require that you seek a profession in music.)

VIDEO RECORDING:  Please send us (via e-mail files, YouTube link, or regular mail) a recent unedited recording of solo 
performance and indicate the date, location, and instrument used. The recording should be 15-20 minutes in length and include two 
contrasting works (e.g. a fast and slow movement from the Bach Suites, and a concerto movement.) A home video is adequate. 
Please consult with your teacher before recording.

TEACHER RECOMMENDATION:  Please have your teacher mail or e-mail us a letter that addresses your talent, need, etc. 

FINANCIAL RESOURCES:  We are aware of the costs of musical training. If you are under 21, please have a parent or whoever 
is financing your studies add a statement about why you cannot afford a cello that suits your talents.  Add additional sheet if 
needed.

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:  You may attach additional pages or send via e-mail as needed.
_____________________________________________________________________________

*APPLICATION FEE: $50   ·   PLACEMENT FEE $150  ·  LOAN $200 per year  ·  1st year and placement due at time of loan

PLEASE Download PDF and MAIL COMPLETED APPLICATION TO

Carlsen Cello Foundation     2212 Queen Anne Avenue N  #301     Seattle, WA  98109
*Fee can be mailed with application or paid directly through Contributions page on our website

carlsencellofoundation.org


